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2 BOOM TORQUE

1 JEMELDI

5 TANKER

9 FUMIKO

1 WOLFGANG

2 DEFIANT BOOM

Doomben
Saturday, 30 December 2023

Today it's hard to bet early when the weather is so unsettled - 

Betting mostly from the yard when we know whats going on.                                          

Very even race here. BOOM TORQUE is the up and comer who 

went out on a high but is only small. FUMIKO was disappointing 

when 2up last time - give start again here. JAMELDI and TANKER 

will get nice runs here. Tempo: Average speed - Suits Leaders & 

Handy Runners

Doomben Race 1 - 1110m

Doomben Race 3 - 1615m

     1u fixed - #9 EMPEROR $2.00

     1u bsp - #17 FREEDOM RALLY $5.50

Doomben Race 2 - 1200m

WOLFGANG is hard to go past here. He should lead and be strong 

at the finish. A lot of these are suspect at the trip, including the 

2nd fav DEFIANT BOOM going on his latest trial. Tempo: Average 

speed - Suits Leaders & Handy Runners

     1u bsp - #2 AUSSIE NUGGET $3.20

Doomben Race 9 - 1350m
     2u fixed - #4 TAMERLANE $4.40

Doomben Race 4 - 1050m

Total Units 

     1u fixed - #6 DRIVE A DEEL $5.00



6 DRIVE A DEEL

2 AUSSIE NUGGET

3 EAGLEMONT

9 EMPEROR

10 MR GALAZI

3 SMART IMAGE

10 PACIFIC ATLANTIC

4 MIDNIGHT IN TOKYO

2 COUNT DA BEANS

1u fixed - #9 EMPEROR $2.00

1u bsp - #2 AUSSIE NUGGET $3.20
1u fixed - #6 DRIVE A DEEL $5.00

Doomben Race 5 - 1350m

MIDNIGHT IN TOKYO gets BLKs first time here, so not sure how 

they will ride from half tricky gate. Not huge pressure here, so she 

can probably take it up, but will they risk over-racing? Has the best 

form for this, but 1350m still a little niggle at the really short odds. 

Pacific Atlantic should get the right run for Shinn. Doesn't want it 

too wet. Wetter the better for Count Da Beans, who went good 

1st up before LS flop. Doomben is his go and he is capable of 

running on strongly here, particularly if rain has arrived.  Tempo: 

Slow to Fair speed - Suits Leaders & Handy Runners

Doomben Race 4 - 1050m

If the track stays in the Dead range then EMPEROR will blow thses 

away at these weights. MR GALAZI is well in but can't win on his 

latest effort at the Sunshine Coast. I will be increasing the bet on 

EMPEROR if no rain. Tempo: Good Speed - Suits Handy Runners

Doomben Race 3 - 1615m

Not a lot of speed on here. DRIVE A DEEL went good two starts 

back then got a black eye last time - lead here and return to form. 

EAGLEMONT rated highly in Syd last time but very questionable so 

price unders. AUSSIE NUGGET attacked the line against the 

sectionals and should be improved by the run, just needs to hold a 

position [SAVER] Tempo: Slow to Fair speed - Suits Leaders & 

Handy Runners



11 PRINCESS RHAENYS

6 QUALITY TIME

3 LOVE TAP

3 SHOW ME MERCY

2 CHRYSAOR

1 COMRADE ROSA

16 JAYANTHI

2 PARISAL

4 LADY LAGUNA

Doomben Race 7 - 1350m

Hard race. CHRYSAOR won the Callander-Presnell after a few runs 

last prepaation and multiple gear changes so whether it can 

produce that first up here is another question. Did trial strong 

through the line and the speed on will help. SHOW ME MERCY will 

be stuck on the fence but has alot of upside and loved its run last 

start. Those look the only chances just not sure about CIFRADO at 

1350m. Tempo: Very Good spd - Suits Handy Midfield Runners

Doomben Race 6 - 2020m

PRINCESS RHAENYS rates to beat these. Just a matter of where she 

can settle in the run behind what doesn't look an overly strong 

tempo. She went good last time after the winner stole a march. 

Just no spoil in the price for a horse that needs things to fall into 

place. QUALITY TIME is limited but looks like getting a good tempo 

set up here on speed with softer ground underfoot. Prefer him at 

Doomben. LOVE TAP is a query at the trip, but had excuses last 

time and can get a nice run on speed here.  Tempo: Slow to Fair 

speed - Suits Leaders & Handy Runners

There looks very good pressure up front here. PARISAL has very 

good form for this level and trialled ok but I do think the gate is 

half sticky and can race keen so not sold fresh is best for her. 

COMRADE ROSA is rock hard fit, loves Doomben and gets the right 

run probably hard to beat. LADY LAGUNA was a good pipe opener 

at Randwick but will be buried on the fence somewhere with 

Schiller. JAYANTHI is the smoky after a good trial and we still don't 

know her ceiling. Tempo: Hot speed - Suits Handy Midfield 

Runners

Doomben Race 8 - 1200m



4 TAMERLANE

17 FREEDOM RALLY

16 STARTANTES

6 ELEVEN ELEVEN

6 HATCHET

9 BEAUX RUMBLE

13 CRAZY TRAIN

7 NAVAS TWO

2u fixed - #4 TAMERLANE $4.40

1u bsp - #17 FREEDOM RALLY $5.50

Doomben Race 10 - 1200m

NAVAS TWO went like a bomb at Ipswich and gets Shinn also just 

wants the rain to stay away. HATCHET has obviously improved this 

preparation off the trial and speed on will help. BEAUX RUMBLE 

and a few others will roll along in front. SELF INDULGENT can 

improve back to Doomben but needs the rain to stay away which 

seems unlikely. SAILORS SECRET went good at Eagle Farm 

resuming but this tougher. Hard to tip in this race with a few 

unknowns. Tempo: Very Good spd - Suits Handy Midfield Runners

Doomben Race 9 - 1350m

Good betting race here. ZOUSTYLE and THE FACE control the 

tempo up front just have worries on both at the distance at this 

level. TAMERLANE gets the drop on them after a good trial 

between runs and has solid runs in stronger races than this. 

Petrified of FREEDOM RALLY who keeps improving. The gate is 

tricky but they might ride him cold with the good speed and 

potentially come best part of the track and the wet is no issue on 

breeding. KA BLING hasn't had trial since Newcastle but can race 

keen and has a chink. STARTANTES will be there late with no 

weight on her back just not sure she can spot these a big 

headstart? Tempo: Average speed - Suits Leaders & Handy 

Runners


